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“ELEGANCE IS THE ONLY BEAUTY  
THAT NEVER FADES”
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How it all happened was kismet for me! I went to Paris two years ago and my husband 
arranged a shopping tour in Le Maris of Paris. The first stop was the beautiful cloth-
ing boutique of Koshka Mashka and the rest is history. I spent most of the day there 
and instantly fell in love with the unique designs, fabrics and quality. I begrudgingly 
drug my husband back to the shop the next day to meet the lovely designer Mari 
Samvelyan. I simply asked her if her clothing designs were in the USA, she said no 
plus she had never been!! I told her excitedly that she must come and I will host her 
with a trunk show at my home. After a few successful US trunk shows, all ages of 
women loved the clothing line, some sophisticated and others who wanted a casual 
everyday look, fell in love with the designs and beautiful fabrics. 

My colleague, Marcella Generalovich, was another destined to be. She knew Mari 
through handbag designer Kasia Dietz who gave me the fashion tour. After meeting, 
post the first Dallas trunk show, we discovered we had met briefly 15 years ago. I 
knew something was special when I met her again and she was another angel placed 
in my life. After we reconnected over coffee, we discovered we both have the same 
vision and passion of bringing this beautiful clothing line, hand made in Paris, to the 
States! 

Our vision is to bring Koshka Mashka to the US, to help women feel beautiful, fash-
ionable and confident while creating a unique and personable experience.   

Our plan is to do private by appointment in home fashion consults, in home trunk 
shows, special events and be in a select few couture boutiques only.  

BRINGING KOSHKA MASHKA TO THE USA!
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“A GIRL  SHOULD BE  T WO THINGS: 
CL ASSY AND FABULOUS.”

                     ~  Coco  Chanel
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KOSHKA MASHKA, founded and designed by Mari Samvelyan, is an emerging cre-
ative ready-to-wear fashion brand based in Paris offering a refined, chic and timeless 
style for natural, feminine women looking for originality, elegance and selectivity. 
The finest materials are worked with love and delicacy with flawless cuts and finish-
es, all made by hand in Paris, France. KOSHKA MASHKA brings a touch of elegance, 
femininity and romance. 

About  the  Brand
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Meet  the  Team

Growing up in a small Texas town designing my own patterns, clothes and outfits as 
a child, my love for fashion and jewelry grew far larger than the small town of Ste-
phenville could offer. In chasing my dreams, I went on to work for many prestigious 
retailers such as Neiman Marcus, Haltom’s Jewelers, and served as a full time repre-
sentative for a high-end designer brand featured at Bergdorf’s in New York City and 
all over the world. For the past 10 years I have been educating myself by attending 
the Las Vegas Jewelry shows, Couture and the Tuscon Gem Shows, and pursuing GIA 
education, as well as planning to attend Parson’s School of Design in the near future. 
I currently represent and work with jewelry designers Paolo Costagli, Doryn Wallach, 
and Katherine Jetter, to name a few. Focusing on my other passion which is fashion, 
I currently represent emerging chic Paris fashion label Koshka Mashka bringing this 
elegant and sophisticated clothing line to the US. My goal is to find and expose new 
jewelry and fashion designers to the world and also raise awareness and appreciation 
for the “art of jewelry and gemstones.” 

MAYNON BALLOW
U S A  A N D  G L O B A L  S A L E S  D I R E C T O R
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Marcella M. Generalovich is a lover of the entrepreneur spirit and the creative pro-
cess. Promoting unique brands is her passion. In her past life she’s worked as an 
advertising executive, founder/CEO of an art management company, founder/CEO 
of a floral and event design studio while fulfilling her dream of working in Paris 
with world renown floral designer Jeff Leatham. Her extensive experience in creating 
unique experiences while promoting emerging designers and entrepreneurs provides 
her with a unique ability to launch and grow new businesses. She has a video series 
called Their Story Told, telling the entrepreneur’s story and promoting their business-
es. Marcella lives in Dallas, TX, her heart is in Paris and her soul is in Crete, Greece. 

MARCELLA GENERALOVICH
V P  O F  S A L E S  D E V E L O P M E N T
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Meet  the  Des igner MARI

Since its creation 10 years ago, Koshka Mashka is for its founder Mari, a continuity 
of her life.
 
Koshka Mashka is above all the story of a little girl who, from the age of 3, cut cur-
tains in the living room to make dresses for her dolls.
 
Mari grew up in a family with strong artistic sensibility. From an early age, she devel-
oped manual skills and a sense of colors and shapes. As a teenager, she became more 
interested in fashion and dreamed of following this path.
 
It is Italy that made this dream come true. After studying fashion design at the Insti-
tute Marangoni in Milan, it is here, in the largest haute-couture workshops, that she 
learned the trade. After deepening her know-how at Valentino and Déborah Marti-
nelli, the desire to create clothes in her own vision became clear, with the idea that 
clothing can add to a woman’s well-being.
 
Her destiny then led her to Paris, which became for her, a true source of inspiration. 
Mari launched her brand in January 2007 but it was in 2013, with the opening of her 
own shop in the heart of the Marais, that her fashion story really began.
 
Koshka Mashka is anchored in the world of Parisian life and addresses women who 
desire to be unique. The love of quality fabrics inspires Mari to create timeless and 
elegant clothes for every woman. The lines are clean and fluid, perfectly defining 
women’s bodies by accentuating their femininity. The originality of Mari’s style lies 
in the combination of quality materials, her choice of colors, the contrast she knows 
how to create, and the subtle details that reveal elegance.
 
Beyond a unique know-how, Koshka Mashka is also a universe of well-being that 
Mari creates by her love of what is beautiful; a world in which every person who en-
ters, whether French or foreign, has the feeling of belonging.
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4516 Lovers  Lane  Su i te  151
Dal las  TX  75225
214-641-8885

maynon@koshkamashkaus .com

@KoshkaMashkaUS

koshkamashka .com

Opening  n ight  Chr is t ian  D ior  Exh ib i t  Da l las ,  Texas :  T r ibute  to  Par is .
Maynon  and  Marce l la  wear ing  Koshka  Mashka  o f  course . 


